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http://rebelspeaks.weebly.com  - new! Congressional contacts page 
“The Rebel Speaks” newsletter‘s purpose is to share thought provoking viewpoints and  

inspire discussion and debate about today’s political issues… and make you mad!   

Are you mad yet? Congressional contact info on our website! 

Time for the Reb and his battle flag to ride. One of the crew, a 

fellow named Ross, found a blanket laid out near where our 

horses were taken… we didn’t know it, but evidently, we trad-

ed. There was a Bowie knife, a string of Navaho turquoise and 

silver, along with a few prime hides and some tobacco. They say 

an Indian never lies and won’t harm you if he likes you. I guess 

we’ve made a friend. Can’t figure! 

See you on the bridge! 

P.S. They once said the South would rise again! Just recently I 

saw a pick up truck with a large Battle Flag flying in the back of 

it. What is happening is… this flag of 

courage and bravado is now breathing 

new life. This time it is a flag for all to 

rally around. It now represents telling 

Obama and his usurping minions to “Go 

fish. You are on notice; we’re not going 

to take it any more! The lawlessness 

must stop all the way from our South-

ern borders to D.C.! We must put our 

house in order before it is too late!! 

P.S.P.S. This Reb isn’t really sure about 

Trump’s intensions. He is shaking the 

tree in all different directions. Is he go-

ing the distance or is he just there to screw it all up? I mean, we 

have the North Koreans accelerating their uranium enrichment, 

Tehran the same. The country upside down and coming apart at 

the seams, we need real leadership. We need some one who 

will walk into the offices of these criminals and say, “You’re 

fired! You’re fired! You are under arrest!” Then tell our enemies 

that they are dead meat!! We don’t need a soft woosie or an-

other power seeker or dynasty! We have to have a real leader… 

some one who, if it came to it, would walk out front, pick up 

the flag and say, “Follow me!” 

Isn’t it interesting that our outlaw regime has called the Oath 

Takers an outlaw organization? Cowards and treasonous liars 

calling patriots and people of courageous backgrounds outlaws. 

Not to mention the things that the regime says about the peo-

ple protecting them— calling them pigs and God knows what 

else. Why the men and women of the Secret Service put up with 

the continued humiliation, I don’t know. I can say this… I would-

n’t take a bullet for any of those SOB’s; they are not worthy. Nor 

are they worthy of our compassion, if and when one of our illus-

trious rulers bites the bullet! 

The battle lines become clearer each and every day. Soon now, 

when you hear what sounds like the 

clap of thunder, it will actually be the 

sounds of battle. With the increasing 

attacks by those few in our illegal goo-

berment on our lives, our heritage, our 

very existence as a free  people., the 

day of reckoning grows ever closer. 

With Ferguson as a continually festering 

carbuncle on American’s carcass.  Think 

about this: if Hillary-Dillary-doc gets 

elected, it will be as if we traded Nero 

for Caligula! She is the worst of the 

worst, totally corrupt with no conscience , no emotion as to the 

trail of destruction she leaves behind. If you or I had done what 

she has done—by erasing evidence subpoenaed by a legal 

court—we would be sitting in a cell with the key thrown in the 

river!!  

Our politicians have put themselves above the law of the land 

and declared those of us who stand up and question what is 

going on “enemies of the state,” “outlaws.”  

Welcome, friends, to “1984!” The world of Stalin! The world of 

Adolf Hitler and the Thousand Year Reich!! North Korea!!! 

"It is easier to find a score of men wise 

enough to discover the truth than to find 

one intrepid enough, in the face of                    

opposition, to stand up for it."                                       

Archibald Alexander Hodge (1823 - 1886) 

The Reb stands up for American freedom 
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